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Abstract
This paper proposes the use of, and investigation of the
value of, nonlinear dynamical elements in mappings
between human input and system output in interactive
systems. Motivation for this, and a case study, are drawn
from the practices of free, aural improvisers in digital and
acoustic music. Nonlinear dynamical systems in existing
sound creation mechanisms help create the rich
affordances of many acoustic instruments, notably reed
instruments. Dynamical systems also play a key role in
electronic instruments, with many performers placing the
exploration of feedback processes at the centre of their
practice. We propose that the use of nonlinear dynamical
elements can be usefully moved up from output
mechanisms and incorporated explicitly at a higher level in
the mappings between human input and system output in
digital music systems. However, digital music is not the
only area of human activity where divergent, open-ended,
exploratory thinking is valued. We thus propose the
incorporation of, and investigation of the value of,
nonlinear dynamical elements in mappings between input
and output in interactive systems more generally, in
particular when designing for domains where divergent
problem solving and problem seeking play an important
role.
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Human interactions with nonlinear dynamical systems
have come under increasing scrutiny [8], but the very
properties and behaviours that make them difficult to
manage in many other interaction design contexts appear
to appeal strongly to musicians working in free
improvisation, where the instrumental system can often be
viewed more as a collaborator than a passive transmitter
[1, 2]. Studies conducted by several researchers [9, 12, 10]
claim that increased complexity in the control of digital
musical devices can lead to a change in engagement
towards a more holistic view of the instrument. In the
case of authors [9] and [12], such complexity is afforded
by the use of many-to-many mappings between input
parameters and sound parameters. By contrast
designer-practitioner [10] achieves complexity through the
deliberate inclusion of linear dynamical processes.
Multi-variable dynamical systems (such as Lorenz
systems) inherently include many-to-many mappings as
their state variables are dependent on each other, and any
change in one has an effect on the others. The various
inputs and outputs are thus bound into a whole, just as
they are in many acoustic instruments. The deliberate
inclusion of nonlinearities in the interaction design can be
seen as a novel design strategy to create a rich landscape
of affordances that invites exploration and
experimentation. Such landscapes have recognised value
in free improvisation where exploring landscapes of
affordances plays a key role in the activity of improvising.
We posit that dynamical systems may be similarly
employed in interaction designs for domains beyond music
that also reward divergent approaches to a given task.
Computer games provide relevant examples, particularly
physics based games where creativity is encouraged.1
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Introduction
The acceptance that ideas are formed through an
engagement with tools [6, 4], and the recognition that the
instrument is not a transparent medium through which
ideas are transmitted unmediated, are deeply embedded in
many contemporary approaches to music, both electronic
and acoustic [5, 16, 7]. Free improvisation in particular
can demonstrate an interesting perspective on the
relationship between humans, tools and creativity due to
the emphasis placed on searching and exploration (notably
those involved in improvising group AMM [3] and
Prévost’s improvisation workshops [11]). In such
circumstances, the tool is not a means to achieve a fixed
end, but something that is actively investigated by the
musician during a performance. The requirements that a
musician will have of their instrument can therefore be
very different from everyday tools and even from musical
instruments in less exploratory contexts. Any method of
eliciting sound from the instrument is as valid as any
other, just as any sound is as potentially valid as any
other. Many free improvisers embrace chaotic or unstable
elements in their instruments, whether electronic or
acoustic. Saxophonist John Butcher has said of his
practice that “a lot of the material I work with is right at
the border of the instrument - the reed - seizing up and
breaking down. It’s on the edge of controllable sound.”
[15]. Similar attitudes can be traced in electronic
musicians utilising feedback in improvisation [13, 14].

1 Max Dirt Bike provides a very straightforward example, available
at http://maxdirtbike.org
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